


“By discovering nature, you discover yourself”    
—Maxime Lagace

As sunrise hails the day over Caribbean waters…
… sunset greets the night over virgin jungle canopies.



AïA is a voice deep inside us that represents our connection to  
nature and a more authentic way of life. To find this voice we created a 
tropical sanctuary on a wild beach, cocooned between an undisturbed 
jungle and the Caribbean Sea…  amidst a cascade of blue, green,  
and white.

The House of AïA



We built this house with a simple philosophy in mind. You don’t have to 
sacrifice good things to have a healthy life in adherence to progressive, 
holistic principles. You can eat delicious food, have a great drink, dance 
until your heart is full, and savor life completely. 

Where Progressive Wellness Lives





Grow the Heart and the Spirit Follows
A place for friends to gather and deepen their bonds of friendship. For 
couples to harness their romantic tendencies and savor the moment in 
laughter, love, and playful serenity.

Tropical waters 
meet the shore 
while 4 enormous 
pools tempt you 
with water bars and 
verdant decor.





The Architects of Life
Our in-house leaders of personal growth have built a program based on 
an array of ancient rituals and practices to explore deeper meaning and 
the mysteries of life…. with Mind and Body guides joining us from around 
the world…

Yoga, Sound Healing, 
Meditation, Ceremo-
nies, Tai Chi, Sight-
less Discovery, 
Prehispanic Dances, 
Drumming, Talks, and 
much, much more.

“It is through inner exploration, questioning preconceptions, challenging 
established paradigms, and being brave enough to walk alone that we have 
the ability to change the world.”

—Alexander Ferri, Creator of The House of AïA





Rituals of Sound
For millennia communities have joined together around ancient beats 
first heard on the plains of Africa and in the valleys of Mesopotamia. 
Feeling music in its raw form transposes us, transports us… it sets us free. 

Our in house program provides the latest in experimental music rituals and 
live instruments overlayed with deep fusion electronic sounds.





A place perfectly suited for Rites of Passage, Rites of Love, Rites of  
Devotion — the only ones of their kind in the Riviera Maya — they take  
as their backdrop the most stunning private bays and shores, a stone  
temple, magical cenotes…

Rites of Passage







The sanctity of the tribe, the joy of family, a place  
where all can join and be welcomed… with a super-
vised environment that draws on avant-garde think-
ing, giving children lots to do and learn… and so  
you can get away…

The Collective

All child guides at Palmaïa are  
fully trained Educators and operate 

 under a Waldorf-inspired Teacher  
Training System.



Awen, The Children’s Kingdom
An indoor playpen full of intelligent games where your little ones can 
just as easily take a comfortable nap or share time with others. It’s also 
just steps away from the great outdoor kingdoms of trees, plants, hidden 
treasures, and anything the imagination can conjure.







Restaurants
Prepared with raw ingredients from the bounty of our greenhouse, to the 
catch of local fisheries, and produce of carefully selected provenance. 

To apply the sacred art of food preparation with divine craft and attention. 

With full plant-based menus at every restaurant and the option to swap 
in non-vegan alternatives… and to be one with nature.







Four restaurants and a dedicated food truck (nestled between the man-
groves) offer f lavors that explore the world through International Cuisine 
the Mediterranean, the Pacific Rim, and of course Mexico’s finest.

Dining in Impeccable Spaces



When design and culinary adventures collide to form an environemnt 
that is as enriching to be in—as it is memorable to dine in. Explore the 
hand-painted scenery that celebrates the fauna and wildlife of the  
Yucatan Peninsula…





Gaze at columns that bestow the ambiance with contemporary regality, 
lighting that dances like stars in the night, or windows that soar above 
the foliage with glistening views of the sea.







234 Suites with a range of dispositions. Comfortable, elegant, spacious, 
and oh… that view! 

Only Suites



Going even further, rooms are designed with no animal products  
or by-products: feather-free bedding, non-animal-tested bathroom  
amenities, no leather, the works… (or lack thereof). 



In seeking to adhere to the most ambitious sustainability standards  
Palmaïa aims to be energy carbon neutral by 2023. 





The origins of physical and emotional states of being are tied to the  
subtlties of one’s body, which is composed of 9 energy centers that move 
and give f luidity to one’s vitality. 

Atlantis: Spa in the Jungle



At Atlantis we seek inner harmony by working on these energy centers 
to facilitate being in the eternal present. A place where healing absorbs 
the benefits of mother nature, sheltered within private treatment rooms, 
nestled among the trees and fresh water cenotes… 



Palmaïa, The House of AïA  
Paseo Xaman Ha Lt.1, Mza. 1  
Playacar, 77720  
Playa del Carmen, Q.R.  
México

thehouseofaia.com 
palmaia@thehouseofaia.com 

USA +1 863 400 3443 

Canada +1 647 797 9263 

UK +44 2039 849343 

Mexico +52 55 4161 3643 

Argentina 0800 333 1067 

Spain and Europe +34 965 021 105 

Rest of the World +52 55 4161 3643
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USA Reservations +1 863-485-8268

Canada Reservations +1 647-691-6812

UK +44 203-807-4498

Brazil +55 1132-302295

Argentina +54 0800-800-1454

Spain & Rest of Europe +34 965-506-4880

Mexico & The World +52 558-526-6112




